
 

 

 

VITAL SIGNS 
 

Short 50% DJIA May 4=12,723.58  

Short 100% DJIA May 17=12,479.58 

DJIA Stop +3.5% fm 2
nd
 Px=12,915.77 

Stopped 12,949.87 -2.78% of Avg Px Pd 

Bot LONG open 2/21 12,949.34 

3.5% Stop@ 12496.11;Now 12997.57+.37% 
 

Shorted 100% S&P 1347.05  2/7 Close 

Covered & Bot open 2/21 @ 1361.22 -1.05% 

         3.5% Stop is 1313.58 Now 1369.63 +.62% 
 

SELL & RE-SHORT BOTH open 3/14 & STOP +3.5% 

 

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
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BRADLEY YEAR HIGH ON MARCH 14! 
 

  The astronomic aspects that cause the Bradley High 
combine to form a Grand Trine which consists of planets at 
the 3 corners of a triangle in the sky.  Venus and Jupiter join 
together (a bullish outlook, even when taken alone) and they 
trine (120 degree angle) Pluto and all these trine Mars at the 
third angle.  There is likely to be a good news item that 
makes a large majority feel euphoric!  We would expect 
markets to spike up into March 12-14, after which the upside 
momentum is exhausted (chart Pg.3). From there the market 
could start down immediately, or maintain that general area 
until the normal seasonal peak in late April or early May. 

  BRADLEY turn dates are not a total answer to 
anything, but major ones must be watched as they are very 
deadly accurate when they do work out! Lunar events are not 
contained in that calculation nor are declinations except two. 
Also an indicated high can invert to a low in some instances, 
so that confirmation by technical means is imperative. 

  The next important Mayan date will be May 20 as the 
Sun conjoins the Pleiades (7 star group) and is 60 days past 
the Spring Equinox. The condition of “No shadows at high 
noon” will be exact at the latitude of Kukulcan and very 
close at Chichen Itza. [Info from J M Jenkins’ Maya 

Cosmogenesis, Bear & Co. 1988 (pages 73-76)].  
 This is an annual occurrence which continues to be 
observed.  However, this year, May 20 has a Solar Eclipse, 
and the highest tidal force of the year.  High tides affect the 
earth as well as the water, and can trigger earthquake activity 
where sufficient torque has accumulated at critical plate 
junctures. This eclipse will not be visible at the Maya 
locations but their calculations would make them aware of it. 

      

  For the last two months we have shown charts of the 
Rydex (now Guggenheim) Money Market Fund as it was nearing 
historic low cash balances. It registered a New Low of $781.3mill. 
this past Friday (chart above), barely below the record of $784.9mill. 
of April 29, 2011. You may remember that was right at the Top of 
our major stock indices! 
  Last month we also presented the VIX hourly chart.  
The VIX did subsequently break out above the 50-Hour and 200-
Hour MA’s and even slightly above the 50-DAY MA, and has fallen 
beck to the breakout point.  That is supposed to be the optimal 
technical Buy point (for the VIX itself) or Sell point for the general 
stock market. We do not pretend to know if the market will begin its 
downward tilt immediately or rise into the positive Grand Trine of 
March 12-14 but we are betting on March 14 to sell our longs and 
enter shorts unless our stops have been taken out before then. 
 

 Sell Long positions in both DJIA & S&P500 and Re-Short 
100%  in both on the NYSE Open 3/14/12. Place 3.5% Stops. 
 Almost all voters this year want a presidential candidate who 
will get in there and create jobs!  Presidents cannot create jobs. The 
best they can do is get out of the way of the productive elements. 
Nikolai Kondratieff(v) noticed a long wave of 40-60 years in the 
 economic data of all countries regardless of types of government. 
 
  Stalin did not approve of that information and had him imprisoned 
and later shot (1938).  That attitude is becoming prevalent here in 
our “free” country where natural cycles are firmly discouraged. At 
least proponents have not been murdered – yet.  We are now firmly 
entrenched in the Kondratiev Winter phase and the contractive phase 
will match and correct the earlier expansion! 
     
Arch will speak at the Wealth Protection conference in Tempe AZ    
organized by Pat & Linda Gorman for April 27/28 1-800-494-4149 
or www.buysilvernow.com for more info. Excellent   speakers for a 

very reasonable $229/person –Best price anywhere! 



 

 

CAN MAJOR INDICES MOUNT ONE MORE SPIKE BEFORE AN INTERMEDIATE PEAK?! 

 

 The major indices are pausing at major technical resistance points, 1370 on the S&P500 and 13,000 on the DJIA 
but the positive Grand Trine in the planetary alignment will likely bring a further rise into a probable high point on the 
Open or on the Close of March 14.  The S&P and the DJIA are remaining in some semblance of a ‘Rising Wedge’ with 
bearish implications, but may get a final ‘pop’ on this positive sky pattern. 
 

 You can see from the above charts that the SPX and the DJIA are moving out into the very end of their “rising 
wedges’ and must break down soon or manifest an ‘end run’ around the ends of the patterns. With cash low and 
momentum dying on the vines, we are definitely on the side of the Bears as soon as the astro-positives slip away.  
Perhaps they will break down out of the wedges, then have a lower, or slightly higher return to the break down point on 
the astro-event.  If Index prices begin to violate rising trendlines, don’t wait around for the Grand Trine to sell longs and 
go short. 
 

 The NDX is breaking through to a 12 year high.  The chart shows a very steady rise at an extremely sharp angle. 
This exceptional action is due largely to the performance of a single stock issue, AAPL, which has been setting all kinds 
of records, including joining that ‘club of 6’ with $500 Billion in market cap.  
 

The 30-Year Bond chart shows that no new high was recorded recently (charted high was September 23) while 
the 10-Year (not shown) made a new high on January 31.  This divergence is a symptom that the trend has weakened and 
may by changing (from Up to Down).  Since major resistance has been encountered as the top of a slightly accelerating 
trend channel, we expect much lower prices (and higher rates) over the next few years!  The insane machinations of the 
EU regarding Greek debt write-downs will inevitably cause rates to rise worldwide as confidence in the system crumbles! 
 
In memoriam:     We report the passing of our closest personal mentor, both in Wall Street and in the Masonic Order.  

Basil Constant was the most dynamic man we ever met, and lived several lives while we were dawdling over our one. 

After his mother died when he was 12, we went to the American embassy in Greece, and a Mr. Morton helped bring him and 2 

younger brothers to New York to find his father who was working here.  A prize fighter in his 20’s, shoveled snow off subway tracks 

in the depth of the depression, and became a welder.  Worked at the Brooklyn Navy Yard during WW II and became a shop steward. 

Formed Constant & Thor with an artist friend and they designed and built the Christmas Angels atop Gimbel’s Dept. Store and the 

major cannon prop for the movie “Pride & Prejudice”.  We met as brokers at Tobey & Kirk, 52 Wall St., a small but respected old 

line partnership. He was later at Shearson and was a 5% beneficial holder of HEICO (HEI) on the Amex. Master of Chancellor 

Walworth Lodge #271 (NY) for many years, he built the lodge from next to nothing, bringing in 115 members, including myself, and 

was for one term the District Deputy Grand Master of the Third Manhattan District.  Advancing in age, Basil became a Greek 

Orthodox Priest and built a small chapel on his property in Riverdale, NY.   

He finally passed into infinity on February 4 at the tender age of 102! – Godspeed! 

He is survived by his wife Dorothea and two daughters, Lucy and Stacey and their progeny. He was laid to rest in Woodlawn 

Cemetery, Bronx, New York in easy sight of “Duke” Ellington and Miles Davis. 



 

 

 
 

BRADLEY MODEL HIGH COMING SOON! 
 

 The Bradley Model chart (above) indicates the year high could be this month (March 14).  Astronomic energy declines 
for most of the remainder of the year, with a month and a  half rally during the summer. The most powerful sky pattern occurs 
on June 24 when the first Uranus/Pluto square forms a T-Cross with the Mars/Saturn midpoint!  Maybe that week will put in the 
summer temporary low?  We surmise that could time events of a warlike or terrorist nature, particularly in the Middle East, 
possibly involving Israel. 

 

Bradley’s SIDEREAL POTENTIAL LINE takes into consideration EVERY one of the classical Ptolemaic harmonic 
angles between any 2-planet pairs. Its strength and its weakness is that some years, it will precisely point up Highs, Lows and 
Turning dates for the Major Stock Market Indices, and other years will seem a random mishmash of useless squiggles. The 
Turning Dates are the most reliable portion of the Bradley, Direction, somewhat less so, and Amount of Move, least reliable.  
Sometimes a calculated High will, in reality, come about at a Low in stock prices and vice versa. In other words, it’s something 
we should keep our eyes on, but not something to bet the Farm on, especially in a vacuum as in the absence of other technical 
confirmation from real-time data generated by the actual movements of prices in Wall Street. 

 

NOT Included in Bradley’s work are Syzygies (New & Full Moons) and their special cases, the Eclipses; Declination 
Factors (North-South positions, except for Mars & Venus), Heliocentric (Sun-centered) alignments and Large Configurations 
composed of Multiple Harmonic Interactions among several planets, simultaneously.  When the Force is extra-ordinarily 
perturbed by any of these other factors, the Bradley projection can go totally awry.   

 

The normal Seasonal pattern is for markets to rise from October to May and drop from May to October. The Bradley Model for 
this year indicates somewhat earlier topping period and later bottoming than the average. Many other astrologers will also 
consider aspect alignments relative to Birth Horoscopes or First Trade Dates of Companies, Nations, or bodies such as the 
Federal Reserve, which adds more information which may clarify or further obfuscate the analytical process.  Go for the Big 
Picture, and do not get lost trying to figure trends day-to-day by this method.                                                It is helpful to have 
an analysis of Your Own birth chart and hits to it by the transiting bodies for the current year, for periods of focus and clarity, 
ease in following a trading plan, or just plain LUCK!       Let it be here noted that we consider Entry and Exit strategies, 

and Risk Management at least as important as projective techniques in preparing your overall Investment Campaign. 

 

 

“… there will be two syzygies, an equinox and a Bradley Date, all occurring within the coming fortnight.”  

        -  Paul Montgomery   -  UNIVERSAL ECONOMICS 

 

“People lose trust in the government because you lie to them about inflation…The Fed will self-destruct anyway 

when the money is gone.”            –Dr. Ron Paul  -  to Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, 02-29-12. 
 



 

Last month we wrote: “It [GOLD] 
has carved out an A-B-C corrective wave, 
and it may hold here.’  Looks like a good 
call so far but a corrective phase is 
overdue at current resistance. It could pull 
back to the 50-Day MA around 1660 and 
still remain in very bullish mode.  It would 
only become doubtful if the 200-Day MA 
(dark blue line) and the lower trend 
channel line were to be broken to the 
downside. “Whichever way it goes, it is 
likely to get there Fast… .” 
 The GOLD chart (not shown) 
does not display any technical damage, 
even from its extreme one day rout.  We 
are of the opinion that China and the little 
Tigers remain under-invested and will 
continue to add to positions whenever 
prices seem advantageous. We’ll call it 
the Emergent-markets PUT!  
 SILVER is making the same chart 
pattern (not shown) as GOLD but remains 
in a somewhat weaker state, as it popped 
suddenly and sharply above its 200-Day 
MA and then faded back below.  When they both turn back to Buy points, the SILVER may once more gain faster. . 
 OIL is breaking out of a HUGE Long-Term Triangle pattern and has run into a minor trendline which has 
paused it more than might be expected.  It needs to get back above 110 to prove the positive case.  It MUST be 
considered in a very positive technical position unless it totally loses its recent advantage.  We interpret the coming 
sky patterns of May, June & July as very unsettling for the Middle East in particular.  But why should the U.S worry 
about the Straits of Hormuz?  NONE of that Oil comes here! Most of it currently heads for China and Japan. 
 
Our multi-year recommendation to Buy original Deutschmark-denominated Bonds in this space has really paid off! 
Our decade+ Gold positions have done even better!  Establishment analysts called us names over that one. 
Oh, well.  Living well is the best revenge. 

 

 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 
 
MAR 2 = “Great misfortune for the people” as Moon squares Uranus at Friday close. 
MAR 8 = Full Moon – Mercury, Moon and Venus negative to the Sun could drive GOLD back up.  Several markets turn Mar. 8-15! 
MAR 12 = 3 planetary aspects – none during trading hours. Mercury goes into Retrograde motion. Jupiter trines Pluto. Mars opp. Neptune. 
MAR 14 = GRAND TRINE = Market high? GOLD low? Venus conjoins Jupiter, both trine Mars and Pluto!  Things look best now! TOP. 
MAR 20 = Spring Equinox – Sun enters Aries early A.M. – often a turning point!  Venus opposes Pluto in declination – Markets DROP! 
MAR 21-24 = New Moon conjoins Mercury - Sun is conjunct and parallel Uranus = Revolutionists proliferate. Genius pays. Unusual News! 
MAR 26 = Three irritating aspects early on Monday may drop foreign markets before ours opens. 
MAR 29 = Thursday faces challenges over power (possibly nuclear) or banking or bankruptcies – likely down markets. 
APR 3-4 = Moon squares Venus as both change signs early Tuesday.  Mercury returns to direct motion early Monday.  More markets turn. 
APR 6 = Full Moon aspects Neptune again bringing focus to the inflation/deflation debate. Strange weather – Sharp moves in commodities. 
APR 8-9 = People are touchy/angry on Easter but things smooth out by Monday morning when the next CP should be available! 
APR 10 = Pluto station has nations on negotiating edges of seats – Sun semi-square Venus keeps conditions edgey into the evening. 
APR 13 = Mars returns to direct motion on Friday the 13th.  Whoever has been waiting to attack – may do so after now! 
 

 
 

ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually mailed 1st Monday.   Next CP will be 2nd Monday, April 9. 


